Online PEFC Chain of Custody Auditor Training

Participation in an online PEFC Chain of Custody Auditor training meets the training requirement of PEFC ST 2003:2012 Second Edition clause 6.1.1.2.2

Timing

The online PEFC chain of custody Auditor training is offered in two timing formats (all times CET):

1. Full day
   This training starts at 9:00 AM and ends before 5:00 PM. In between there are two coffee breaks and a lunch break.

2. Two half days
   This training is split over two half days, either two days 9:00 AM – 12:30 PM, or two days 1:30 PM – 5:00 PM). This format better serves auditors in inconvenient time zones like (South East) Asia and North and South America. Preference might be given to auditors participating from distant time zones i.e. auditors from Europe should register for the full day training if available.

Conditions for Participation

The training is targeted at calibrating PEFC Chain of Custody Auditors that need to fulfil the PEFC requirement for chain of custody training. In case the training is not fully booked* by the end of the registration deadline, other participants (certified company representatives, consultants etc.) may attend as well.

Further conditions for participation:

- As the training is interactive and may include group work a properly working headset with microphone is obligatory! The use of a webcam is recommended
- A good, high bandwidth, internet connection. We strongly advise not to use any public WiFi networks.
- Payment of the training fee (see below)
- Complete a preparatory case-study exercise (about 1 to 1.5 hours effort)

Training Fee

The training fee is CHF 500.00 for which an invoice will be sent after registration.

Registration

For registration details and deadlines, please visit the PEFC Chain of Custody Training Page

*The minimum number of participants per training is five (5), the maximum number is twenty (20).